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Something's Up Down South

Too Great o Price to Pay'
(CPS)-Unlverslty officials at
Louisiana's Southern University moved last week to fire several faculty members suspected of siding with students in the
conflict which resulted in the
deaths of two black students.
University President Leon
NettervUle, who has been accused of calling in armed police to the campus, dispatched
dismissal notices to two professors and is suspected of
dismissing four or five others.
Both professors who have been
dismissed had spoken in support
of student demands, including
the firing of NettervUle as university president.
Dr. Joseph Johnson, head of
Southern's Physics Department
and one of those dismissed,
stated, "Black people know
whose hands are bloody. Let
us not for the moment be con-

Sports Info's
Up to Murray
Richard J. "Rich" Murray
currently news director at
Radio Station WAYB in Waynesboro, has been named Sports Information Director at
Madison College, effective Frlday (Dec. 1).
Murray will work in the College's Office of Public Information and his primary function will be the dissemination
of news about Madison's intercollegiate athletic teams.
His appointment was announced by Fred Hilton, Director
of the Office of Public Information.
Murray has been news director at WAYB since September, 1971, and also handled broadcasting of basketball
baseball and football games
for the station.

fused."
prevent this kind of tragedy
Johnson termed the dismis- from happening again."
sals, "a grotesque and perGuste stated that all parties
verted attempt to deflect blame involved in the tragedy, includfrom this massacre." He also ing the governor, would be subdenied that he had condoned poenaed before the secret hearviolence, explaining that "Mr.
ings.
NettervUle knows that I do not
Because of the nature of the
encourage disruption. I simply investigation Guste explained
encouraged him to resign.''
that the hearings would be held
It is rumored that Johnson behind closed doors.
represented
the
student's
One of the issues to be brought
choice as successor to Netter- before the board of inquiry
vUle.
wUl be the question of who fired
George W. Baker, Jr., assis- the shots which killed the two
tant professor of engineering,
students.
was the second professor to
Immediately after the stube dismissed. Baker had prev- dents' deaths, the governor and
iously appeared before the State the local sheriff issued stateBoard of Education on behalf
ments denying that state troopof students Involved in the pro- ers or sheriff's deputies fired
test.
any weapon into the crowd of
In related developments, State students.
Attorney General William Guste
Later, Governor Edwards
announced the appointment of stated that the sheriff had led
a blracial committee to invest- him "down the garden path"
igate last week's conflict on with statements of his departthe Baton Rouge campus. Guste
ment's Innocence, and that it
explained that the committee was probable that one of tfts
would be "above politics and sheriff's deputies had in exciteunbiased" and would be chaired ment, kUled the two students.
by himself.
Last week, Edwards retracted
According to Guste, the com- his original retraction, labelmittee will consist of an equal ling news accounts of his statenumber of blacks and whites
ment "Irresponsible and Inacand would include two students. curate."
Guste said that "Louisiana's
Edwards explained that his
Image and self respect as a statements concerning the guilt
state - which has as its motto of the sheriff's department were
'Union, Justice and Confidence' delivered off the record and not
- is at stake.
for public distribution.
"It is therefore imperative,"
"Even if I was crazy enhe continued, "for the weU be- tough to say them," the goving of our state and in the inernor explained, "I wouldn't
terest of pubUc safety and the
be crazy enough to put them
protection of Individual rights,
on record."
that there be a detailed and
"What's going to happen in
thorough Investigation to find
the wake of that kind of a
out who kUled those students,
story?" the governor comhow It happened and why the
mented. "It's too great a
tragedy occurred."
price to pay for that kind of
"But more than this," Guste
story."
•said, "we must find ways to

Students practice for the opening last night of "Anna
Christie." The play will be performed tonight and tomorrow
nights as well as next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

Who's in Who's Who
Sixteen seniors at Madison
CoUege have been chosen for
Inclusion In the latest edition
of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
The publication annually honors the most outstanding college students throughout the
country. The Madison seniors were initially nominated
by the Executive Committee
of the Senior Class. Final
selections for nomination were made by the Commission
on Student Services, a joint

Hurrah for Harmon, Heath

Mrs. Heath and Mrs. Harmon prepare forba day's work at the
Warren Campus Center.
«•••• v John cooper

"Their relationship with students is probably one of the best
on campus." That was the way
Mr. James Logan described
the two secretaries who work
in the main office of the Warren Campus Center, Mrs. Norma Heath and Mrs. Lenna Harmon.
Mrs. Heath started working at
the Campus Center when It first
opened two years ago. She had
been Mr. Logan's aide along
with Mrs. Harmon, who was
Mr. Logan's secretary When he
was in charge of housing. This
year, because of the lowered
voting age, it was decided that
a notary public would be useful to notarize the absentee
ballots. Mrs. Heath took the
Job and before the election, notarized quite a sizable amount of
ballots. She added greatly to
the convenience of the Campus
Center.

An additional convenience that
has been brought about is the
increased ease with which students can now book rooms in the
Campus Center for activities;
Mrs. Harmon is responsible for
this. Students can now come
in the office at any time and
schedule their activities where
before they had to go to Alumnae Hall only during certain
hours of the day.
When the two secretaries
aren't performing their regular
duties, there are always little
tasks that demand attention like
keeping the newspapers and
magazines up to date, a Job that
may seem tiny but actually demands a great deal of time.
Besides being a certified notary, Mrs. Heath also puts out
the weekly newsletter which includes a day-by-day account of
what is happening around campus.

student, faculty and administration body a t Madison.
The seniors named to Who's
Who were Joanne Louise Cum mins, John Bowman Davis,
Margaret Sue Gillette, Nancy
EUen Gorry, Gary Clay Hancock, Jon Wade Irby, Diane
Marie McLane, Fred W. Naeher, Dennis Pluchlnsky, Frances Eleanor Premaza, Gail
Cunningham Rennie, Susan Alice Rogers, Morgan Joseph
Slncock, Loralee Sue Spiro,
Robert Wesley Walton, Elena
Stylianos Xynisteri.
There wUl be a compulsory
meeting of THE BREEZE staff on Monday, December 4
at 6:30 p.m. in the Warren
Campus Center, G-10. Other
Interested persons are urged
to attend.

»What's News?*
The 22-meniber Madison College Jazz Ensemble— popularly known as the "Sound
Syndicate"—wUl present its
fall concert Monday (Dec. 4)
at the college.
The concert will begin at 8
p.m. in the Latimer-Shaeffer
Auditorium of the Duke Fine
Arts Building and will be open to the pubUc without charge.
There wUl be fencing workouts
from Monday Nov. 4 to Thursday Nov. 7 from 7-8:30 p.m.
In the Fencing Gymnasium In
Godwin Hall. Fencing tryouts
will start the following Monday.
Continued on page 4
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COMMENT

————————

Over Education Is Serious Problem
By DENNIS PLUCHINSK Y
Over-education continues to
^be a serious problem for the
United States. The Job market
is being saturated with college
degree holders, and as a result, one can find many qualified people working In nonspecialized Jobs. These people have labored from four to
six years In college preparing
themselves for positions In
their field of study, only to
find that few Job openings exist
In their field. As a result,
one can find a history graduate selling real estate,apolitical science graduate working In a national park, an ed-

ucation major working in a 711 store, and a German major
working as a plumber. Our
educational system Is producing too many college graduates.. Ten years ago the
B.A. and B.S. degrees meant
something; now they are comparable to a high school diploma. In ten more years mayhe the M.A. or M.S. will be on
i he same level, If it isn't
already. The primary problem is over production from
our educational system. It
seems to me that three steps
are possible for the alleviation
:>f this problem.
1.) Technical Schools- .In-

crease technical schools and
Initiate a program to emphasize the advantages and opportunities of technical training. Not too long ago, the
government Initiated a program advising students tha'
to get a good job they need
a good education. Why not initiate a program advising high
school students that technical
schools often provide more
Job opportunities and security? This solution of increasing technical schools and emphasizing technical training
will decrease the number of
students that would go on to
college.

LETTERS TO

2.) Redistribute the Educated
It seems Illogical and wasteful Jhat the United States an'!
other countries have a surplus
of teachers and college graduates while other countries
are deficient in these resources. A program could te
unaugurated whereby the government will subsidize the
transfer of college graduates
to countries in need of them.
Additional money could come
from large corporations, private grants, and UNESCO. This program could be operated
like the Peace Corps, except
with higher salaries and a

wider encompassment. This
solution would drain some of
the surplus degree people from the United States and also
provide the opportunity for
other countries to develop themselves through an increased professional corps.
r
3.)
Temporary DegreesCollege graduates receive a
degree after 4-6 years work
in college. This degree stays
with them for the rest of their
lives. Once a person receives
a degree, unless he goes on to
a higher degree, he has a tendancy to relax his educational
(Cont'd on pg. 3)

THE EDITOR

Gentlemen's Disagreement
Dear Editor:
I was rather irritated by Butch
Slncock's letter, which appeared in the last Issue of
THE BREEZE. Mr. Slncock (I
refuse to refer to him as Captain) has escalated what was
already an Intemperate debate
over amnesty into a contest
of personal vituperation. There
are a few comments that should
be made about this development:
In the first place, the attack
Is partially based on misunderstanding. He accuses Philip
Blgler of advancing the belief
that "our Vietnam war Is so
noble" on the basis of absolutely no evidence to that ef-

fect. Mr. Slncock should be reminded that it Is possible for
two people - both of whom believe that the war is a miserably misguided effort -todiffer
on the means of disengagement,
the consideration of amnesty
and many other issues, without either of them being hypocritical or dishonest.
The thrust of Mr. Blgler's
argument was that when one
fled the country to avoid the
draft, someone else would simply be drafted instead. Thus,
every draft evader was forcing someone to go to war who
would not otherwise have been
called. Taking this point of view,

he believes this action to have
been selfish and further believes that those who" chose
this course should be expected
to abide by that choice.
Mr. Slncock disagrees with
him, as do I. The disagreement
however, does not place Mr.
slncock on God's side, nor does
it mean that Mr. Blgler is a
frothing war-lover. It means
that he has a legitimate dlf-

Registration Suggestion

Dear Editor:
On January 15 and 16 the
students of Madison College
will register for second semester classes. The format for
registration for first semester was somewhat modified
Dear Editor,
an eye on them constantly. Af- from that of previous years.
It seems that some people ter all, what is the purpose On the whole, registration was
on this campus can't be trusted of a coatroom? I noticed that much easier than ever. In the
anymore. Within the past four racks are being placed In the interest of saving time and trouweeks things have been dis- D-Hall now. This may alleviate ble during registration I propose the following adjustment
appearing out of the D-Hall the problem somewhat.
ccutroom. My new umbrella
I'm quite sure you culprits to this spring's registration.
was stolen. A friend's umbrel- know who you are. I pity your Students who are presently enla was stolen and my sult.j- lack of respect for others'pro- rolled in courses which require
mate's purse containing her perty. Apparently you were not two semesters of work, for
ID, cosmetics, pencils, etc.dit- taueht this virtue. You may be example, History of Civilization
appeared.
happy with your prizes but are
It's a shame that a student
you really gaining anything of
can't leave his belongings in value?
the coatroom but has to keep A. P. Dlnkle
An Open Letter to the English Department:
I enjoy movies a great deal
and I faithfully attend the free
FOUNDED 1922
Sunday night foreign films that
are presented in Wilson at 8
Published Weekly by the Student Body of Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va.
p.m.
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
But my interest and attention
National Educational Advertising Services, Inc.
is falling off because so often
the. film is run by an inept proEditor-in-Chief
Business Manager
jectionist who cannot even focus
Andy Fields
Mark Hively
the picture properly, let alone
Managing Editor
Advertising
get the subtitles in readable
John Hulver
form on to the movie screen.
Lila Normal
Last night I experienced the
Linda Llgman
Associate Editors
frustration of not being able to
Sports
Suzanne Chaudet
see "Dclru." A nicely typed an:l
Arnold Reynolds
Buck Gastrell, Van Jenkins
grammatically constructed criMichele Rellly, Rhonda Riccardino
tique/synopsis of the film vza
Photographers
handed to me on my way ui
Staff
John Cooper
thru the door—but how could
Jerry Boyer, Karen Schueler
Patrick McLaughlin
Linda Shaut, Marcia Slacum
I even read It? All of the
Richard Ryerson, Chip Carver
lights were off and it was dark
Type-Setters
and spooky in the auditorium
Advisor
Sharon Maddox
(I fell over my feet and one
Dr. Helen Swink
Margaret Wenger
other person twice!)
So I stood out in the hall

A Matter of Trust

fering point of view which he
has every right to express;
to oppose it without understanding it is intellectually flabbv.
Probably a more dangerous
facet of Mr. Slncock's attack
is the implication - in all his
writing on the subject - that
only those who have been to
Vietnam are entitled to comment on the various Issues
arising from our involvement

255-256, English 101-102, and
Psychology 231-232, should be
offered the option of taking second semester under the same
professor before registration
ever begins. As a result o*
this change, many students may
not even need to register for
second semester. Surely a
change such as this will not
require that much extra work
by the administration and will
obviously relieve many of the
pre-registration headaohes.
sincerely,
George W. Simpkins
Box 2513
Madison College

Foreign Films Flop

Gtyr Vrm*

and read the sheet In the hopes
that it would Increase my understanding of this film classic.
And then I found a seat and
waited. The hands of the clock
struck 8:00 and the 8:05 and
then finally someone got the
flick going oh at 8:15. But it
was not focused and was more
off the screen than on it!
This is really a pitiful show. Irealize that I'm an impatient person but still I regret
missing this film great because
of such Ineptitude. I was disappointed. I'm sure others were
alsc.
P. rhaps better planning would
ret ult in a more successful
experience for all involved. I'm
really looking forward to "Exterminating Angel" on December third, but I hope I don't
have to endure another evening
of hassles. It discourages one
so.
Kathy Uhler

there. Without referring him
to the FirstAmendment,Iwould
simply dismiss that point of
view as palpable hogwash. l
am not discounting Mr. Slnccck's military experience, but
tint experience cannot be repi esented as the Truth and the
L'ght. Those who have served
in Vietnam disagree as widely,
If not more, as anyone else;
they have gained no special
Insight into questions of national policy.
As for Mr. Slncock's suggestion that Mr. Blgler should go
immediately to Vietnam, considering the source, I find it
unconscionable. I wax under
the impression that Mr. Sincock was working for peace,
trying to prevent the possibility of anyone having to go to
V letnam. Now he is arrogantly
persuading them to ship out;
this is outrageous. Is he a
peace advocate or an army recruiter? Does he want Vietnam
to be at peace, or does he simply want it to be a little Siberia to which he can send his
enemies?
These are questions that will
have to be answered before we
can know whether or not Mr.
Slncock is sincere about his
alleged convictions.
Finally, realizing that this is
not a temperate letter, I must
blame Mr. Slncock for having
caused it. His misguided, insensitive personal attack of Mr.
Blgler has transformed a debate of the issues into a horriible, petty crusade against the
rights of an individual. This Is
something which should nover
occur on a college campus. College is the place for the free
exchange of ideas, and no one
should emerge from that exchange suffering the wounds
of purposefully Inflicted personal deprecation.
I am therefore apologizing in
advance to Mr. Slncock for
upbraiding him, even though
I feel that he made It necessary. Under the circumstances,
I would suggest that" he owes
Mr. Blgler an apology as well.
Lewis H. Sword
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LETTERS
More "Chrysalis"

•*

Dear Editor,
I want to applaud Loren Gurne
for his letter to the editor
(October 27) which 1 have so
lately Just read. Artists, ever
egotistical, enjoy arousing
strong reactions In their audiences, negative or otherwise.
Therefore, It Is a plus for the
"Chrysalis" that the pragmatic
Mr. Gurne denounces the use
of "wasteful" white space, of
Jagged and dotted lines or a
mini Haiku in a corner. Last
year's "Chrysalis" Is the more
successful by his indignation.
We must also feel heartened
by Gurne's concern as to how
student funds are being spent
Sadly, most students (like so
many other American citizens)
are content to let organizational
machinery grind its own gears,
assuming their Interests are
being served. Yes, a $4,000
budget is a large sum. Madison
students, Incidentally,
would do well to look into the
history behind the allotment
of those funds to the "Chrysalis." It is a story of sweat
and dedication. If one is to be
at all democratic, $4,000 or
even $2,000 is too much money;
there should be no " Chrysalis,"
no Criterion Club since so few
students
voluntarily participate.
The lack of involvement is
probably due to the fact that
art is the product of passion,
of solitude, of the courage to
Ignore what is popular, what
appears to be, for the sake
of one's own truth. These are
highly anti-social concepts, indeed. There are few genuine artists, Mr. Gurne. There are few
people who appreciate the huge
nobility underlying a superb
artistic achievement.
Hundreds of poems did across
the desk flow last Chrysalisyear, a great many of which
were insincere and thoughtlessly, tritely written. However, the
best of student art was selected
for publication and were all
quality pieces. I do recall the
evening you dropped by when
the staff (I think three of us
showed) was making selections.
I recall your preference for
certain poems. These we decided to not Include because they
were unimaginative, colorless,
poorly constructed or too vague
(the usual reason for rejection). I agree with your admission that you are not qualified as a critic and am pleased
you saw fit in your letter to
demonstrate accordingly. For
example, I refer to your illustrative sentence fragment ("A
magazine that presents the intellectual endeavors of our stu-

dent body.")
and to your
difficulty in expressing yourself ("Thirdly, the magazine
is which 'outstanding work in
both prose and poetry' of Madison students might be published...")???
My final comment is personal
and on experience based. The
"Chrysalis" staff is small and
will so remain because of complaints like those aired by Susan Casberg (November 3, 1972,
THE BREEZE) regarding the
lack of volunteers to help with
publicity. It is, I can tell you,
rather difficult to handprint 40
Invitations at one time, call by
phone those same people In order to remind them of a meeting, handle a budget when you've
no wit with numbers ( and
there is no one to replace the
treasurer who is off student
teaching), to pull all-nighters
studying for a test you could
not study for earlier because of
"Chrysalis"
deadlines, to
carry a full-course load and
work part time, etc. I know our
small and faithful staff of people like Pat Dunway, DeDe McLane, Judy Bentley, and Bert
Trotter begged in vain equally as hard as I for help. You
stand corrected, Mr. Gurne,
The fault, or rattier, the disinterest, lies with Madison students. I suppose you could say
that the "Chrysalis" matters
more to some than to others.
After spending a year in such
frustration, I at one point decided that the Criterion Club
should be disbanded and the
"Chrysalis," which I loved enough to not mind sacrificing for, should become defunct.
I do, however, change my mind.
If the "Chrysalis" contains only one poem of quality or one
photograph of worth, then it
should exist solely for the sake
of the one piece, whether it
be a poem by myself or some
other, or a story by you.
Art is not produced simply
to fill white space or to fulfill the democratic requirement that more students are
represented
(though those
things are desirable). Art is,
on the other hand, one person's
self-affirmation, his defiance
in the face of nothingness in
order to resolve, as I.A. Richards maintains, some intensely personal tension. You may
pragmatlze the subject all you

wish but for those of us who
truly honor our talents, I say
that the only essential is honesty in our appraisals. The
"Chrysalis" will continue to
be a creation of quality (regardless of the number of pages) as 'long as its disciples
adhere to that Ideal.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Underwood
Editor, "Chrysalis"
President, Criterion Club
1971-72

COMMENT
(Cont'd from pg. 2)
studies, and in most cases
he neglects them completely.
Why not make college graduates defend their degree status every two or three years?
A system could be developed
whereby every two or three
years, college graduates would have to take a general written or oral exam if they want
to continue to hold their degree. If they fail, they must
take a re-test within 6 months.
If they fall this re-test they
lose their degree. They are
then given a certificate stating
that they completed 4-6 years
of college. To regain their
original degree they could be
required to go through their
junior or senior years of college again. Slmillar systems
could be set up for those failing to defend on M.S. or PhD.
degrees. This solution would
also limit people who would
want to go to college.
The above solutions are general and vague, but the specifics and details could be developed. However, they would
decrease college degree holders; consequently, more jobs
for college graduates would
become available

The Alpha Beta Alpha Library Science Majors performed
"The Wizard of Oz" at neighborhood public library
Photo by John Cooper

More On Busing
Many of the Education
majors at Madison College will
be interested to learn that the
busing issue will soon affect
their opportunities to increase
their experience within this
realm of higher education. The
issue in this case entails a bus
which has been purchased by
the Title III Program for the
purpose
of
transporting
Madison students to the Plains
and Elkton Elementary Schools
in an attempt to increase
students' opportunities for field
experiences.
This bus will have a definite
route to the two schools and will
operate Monday through Friday
of each week. Mr. John W.
Davis, Director of the Title III
Program, explained that the
bus's transportation will occur
in two shifts: a morning shift
departing from Madison at 8
a.m. and returning at noon, and
an afternoon shift leaving in the
early afternoon and returning
at 4 p.m.

Get Your Car Serviced And Mechanically
Checked Before You Leave On Vacation - - SOUTH HIGH AMERICAN
953 South High Street
Professional Mechanics - American Oil Products
Pickup & Delivery - Wrecker Service
S&H Stamps - FREE Glass With Fillup

you STILL

got the Hungries?

Free Parking
434-1026

S\ world <
of Boolqs I

O.K., get this . . .

SMALL PIZZA

Young a,

with 1, 2 or 3 toppings

and Old

And a glass of BEER

+

SHOE SERVICE
Heels while you wait

.1

Telephone 434-8985

GRAHAM'S
111 North Liberty Street

Mr. Davis explained further
that there is a possibility of
accommodating 30 students per
session of each day in the Plains
Elementary School and 17
students per session of each day
in the Elkton Elementary
School. He also suggested that
perhaps individual professors
should be responsible for
recommending the students to
participate in this program;
however, no definite decision on
this has been rendered as yet. A
definite route and schedule of
the bus route as well as other
details will be made public at a
later date.
Busing has become an issue
at Madison College. But in this
case, the issue is an opportunity
for education majors to increase their teaching experience.

ONLY 99<
Monday Nites From 5—12
"Our customers say we have the BEST pi2za
In town and our customers are NEVER wrong!"

,«

THE
OPEN BOOK, LTD.
ISI S. Main Straat
Harmonburq. Va. 22IM
4344034
|
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Linda Neff

James McGinnis

Neff, McGinnis
Sing On Sunday
Sunday, December 3, there
will be a recital by Linda
Lea Neff and James McGinnis In Latlmer—Shaeffer Auditorium In Duke at 3 p. m.
Miss Neff, a soprano will
sing selections Including "Dove Sel" from "Rondelinda"
by Handel, "Porgi Amor" from "Le Nozze Figaro" by Mo
zart, "C'est des Contrebandlers" from "Carmen" by
Bizet, "The Bird of the Shining Night" by Barber. Her
recital is In partial fulfillment for a degree In Music
Education.

\0m
JEWELERS

16 S. Main St.

Orange Blossom
Diamonds

Checks Cashed
for
Students

Mr. McGinnis' selections will Include "B Mlo Tesoro"
and "DaUa Seva Pace" from
"Don Giovanni" by Mozart,
"Whoever Thinks" and "Flow
My Tears" by John Dowland,
"FaU and True" and "Cradle
Song" by Peter Warlock and
selections from "Die Schonemullerln".

Madison's A NASM
Madison College was promoted
to Full Membership in the National Association of Schools of
Music on Monday, November
20, at the 48th Annual Meeting
of the Association.
Dr. Gordon L. Ohlsson, Head
of the Department of Music
represented the school at the
meeting which was held at the
Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Madison became an Associate
Member of NASM in 1968 and
was voted approval of Full
Membership at the opening session in Minneapolis.
Membership of the Association
includes 400 universities, colleges, and conservatories In the
United States.
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Phonographs and records, regarded as curious toys when
first Introduced near the end
of the last century, were playing a far more substantial role
in American life and leisure
by the time of World War n.
The years immediately following the Armistice were the industry's original heyday: Victrolas were nearly as prevalent
as televisions are today, and
sales of records set records
unbroken until more than 20
years later.
All this Is doubly remarkable
because records cost far more
in those days than they do today, when the changing value of.
the once almighty dollar is
considered. The price of a pop
single today barely buys a hamburger; the 75? people willingly paid for pop singles in 1920
was enough to buy steak for the
whole family. Classical discs
were $1.50 and up; a recording
of the Sextette from "Lucia"
featuring Caruso fetched $7.00,
several days' pay for many folks
....and this was for a single,
NOT an album.
By 1930, competition from the
radio and the oncoming Depression were exerting a strong
downward pressure on record
prices.
Many fabled labels bit the dust
at this time. One brand new record company turned adversity into fortune for a couple
of years, however, by offering name-brand performances
of current hits on flimsy but
good-sounding discs made of
plastic-coated cardboard for a
princely 15? each. Far out huh?
The company was Durlum Records, and the name of the label was "Hit-of-the-Week."
These records, often featuring
big-name artists on the order
of Morton Downey, Rudy Vallee and Phil Spltalny, were
sold primarily at newsstands,
with a new edition each Thursday.
At first, they contained only
one three-minute song each; later, however, "HOTW" discovered a process by which two
complete songs, playing up to
five minutes In all, could be
fit on one 10-inch 78-rpm side,

r
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What's News?

slow track that Hammond does
on the album, and this brings
out the "Don McLean" in him.
More than a dozen friends help
with the vocal and Instrumental
part of the LP, and it is arranged and conducted by Michael Omartlan. Mic Lietz is
credited with the engineering.

Wanna Wassail?

On the evening of December
7, 1972, the Madison Chorus
under the direction of Dr. Carol
C hrlstopher, cordially invites
the public to Join them in heralding in the Christmas season.
The lobby of the Percy Warren Campus Center will be
the scene of the tree lighting
and caroling at 7 p.m., in which
all who attend are warmly encouraged to participate.
From the traditional and personal aspect of Christmas to
the glorified proclamation of
the Lord's birth, a formal performance will be sung in the
North Ballroom at 7:30. Among
the sacred selections will be light secular pieces
to bring back memories of
snowball fights and sleigh rides
as well as the usual night before - Christmas
anticipation.
)f Continued from page 1

The American Association of
State Colleges and Universities
has established study centers
in Mexico, Canada and Italy.
The Deadline for applications
for study at the Canada center
is Dec. 1,1972 for the Spring
Semester, 1973. For further
information, see Dr. Gerome,
Jackson 211, Phone:
6182.
The Student Education Association extends an invitation
to all interested students to
a Yuletlde Gathering to be
held on December 6 at 6 p.m.
Prior to toe party, the club
picture for the Bluestone will
betaken. The festivities to be
held in Huffman Rec Room will
Include holiday entertainment
and refreshments.
Harambee is presenting four
movies on Friday, Dec. 1 In
Wilson Auditorium at 8 for
50 cents.
They are "The Selling of the
Pentagon" which is about how
the Pentagon uses money.
"The Woman's Film" is about
women's liberation. Another is
"The Earth Belongs to the People" which is a radical analysis of the ecology crisis. The
last one is a five minute film
called "Make Out" which is
about making out In a car from
a woman's point of view.

The Faculty Senate of Madison College has a committee
on student relations. This committee is concerned with student - faculty and student administration relationships,
academic conditions, placement, housing, counseling,
health services, and any other
related areas. Students, staff,
or faculty having suggestions
or problems in these areas
should contact the following
members of the committee in
person or in writing.
Dr. Romeo Olivas
Mr. Terry LePera
Mr. Robert Vanderwarker
Dr. William Callahan
Mr. Peter Heller
Dr. Mario Hamlet - Metz
Dr. Ben Wright
Mr. Kevin Miller

Campus Program Board is
sponsoring a bus to Tyson's
Corner on Dec. 7 for the purpose of Christmas Shopping in
the D.C. area. The bus will
leave at 12 noon from behind
Wilson Hall and leave from
Tyson's at 7 p.m. The cost
Is $1.50 and students may sign
up for the bus on Friday or
Monday In the Campus Program Board Office.

THE BODY SHOP
Purple Building E. Market St.

For Girls:

Featuring the HUNT ROOM
201 North Main Street

By PURPLE FOX
thereby making the world's first
LPs.
Even this innovation, alas, was
not sufficient to tide the company over the black year of
1932, when people apparently
couldn't afford to buy, many
records, even at 7 1/2 cents
per song.
"Albert Hammond" has finally done what many people have
waited for. He has cut an album on "Mums Records." The
LP opens up and contains the
words to all ten select cuts.
All of the material is original, with a co-writer named
Hazelwood Joining Hammond
with the compositions. The entire album is a mixture of folk
and rock. Side 1 contains two
choice selections worth mentioning. "Listen To The World"
could make another hit single
for Albert Hammond. There Is
a trace of Cat Stevens' style
in the track titled "If You Gotta Break Another Heart." Side
2 features the popular single
"It Never Rains in Southern
California," as well as four
other cuts. "Anyone Here In
The Audience" (Side 1) Is a
fine song done in a country
folk style; with "Down By The
River" (Side 2) containing some
great banjo motifs. "The Air
That I Breathe" is the only

SHEAFFER

$149
VALUE

"Super Low Rise
Cords And Velvets"

40"Baggies'
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Polemics: Legalization ?
Ed. note: This column Is
to become a regular feature
of The Breeze. Each time,
the two authors will present
differing opinions on a selected topic.
The opinions
expressed are not necessarily those held by this staff.
•
Should the legal restraints on
the sale, use and possession of
marijuana be rescinded?

^

By PHILIP BIGLER
The Constitution of the United
States gives the government
the right to legislate new laws
for "the general welfare" of
the people. It was along these
grounds that the laws prohibiting the use and distribution of
marijuana were enacted and it
Is why they have been retained.
; The government passed legislation against the use of marijuana on the grounds that its
wide-spread use could severely
harm the majority of Americans. Indeed, legalization at the
present time could be the opening of a Pandora's box. Far
too many questions remain unanswered about the drug. Does
it cause genetic damage? Can
it cause disease? The answers
to these questions are not
known. Granted, they may not
be true, but the general welfare of the people Is best served by withholding legalization
until all possible adverse effects are examined by trained
physicians.
Furthermore, there is a great
deal of talk among the youth
today about America learning
from its mistakes, be it war
or ecology. The same rationalization applies here. Alcohol,
for example, was brought onto
the American scene without any
medical test. Now, as a result of ignorance, there are
over nine million alcoholics
within this nation'alone. This
is compounded by the fact that
literally thousands of Americans, young and old, have died
in alcohol related traffic accidents. Cigarette smoking follows similar grounds. People
were Introduced to smoking as
"the thing to do;" it was socially acceptable. Now, the cancer wards of the hospitals are
overflowing with patients struggling for life because they have
smoked from their teens. If
one life or a thousand are saved
from a similar plight by delaying legislation on marijuana
until all channels are exhausted,
it is well worth it.

Legalization of marijuana
would invite many Americans to
experiment with the drug. A
substantial number are, indeed,
deterred from the use of it by
law and the risk involved. As
said previously, too many questions remain unanswered. Many
Americans might become victims to an unexpected side effect resulting from extended use
of marijuana. If this were to
become true, many lives would
be badly damaged or destroyed.
The use of marijuana has become widespread. These people
are not felons or criminals.
Rather, they are victims of
our society. We must act now
to lessen the penalties for personal use to a misdemeanor.
Then, we must complement
these measures by a vast program of education and therapy
in order to help these individuals. These steps, however,
are the only legal actions that
should be undertaken as of now.
By LEWIS H. SWORD
As more surveys and studies
are released, the question of
whether or not to legalize the
sale, use and possession of
marijuana becomes increasingly clear. The reasons for such
legalization are so strong as
to have become undeniable. If
marijuana can be considered
from a legal and practical, rather than an Intrusively moral
point of view, the efficacy of
legalization can be amply demonstrated.
There are an estimated twenty-four million people in the
United States who have used
marijuana. According to present statute, these people are
all criminals. It has become
patently clear that a law which
relegates over ten per cent
of the population to a criminal status is a Joke. They
are not in Jail and cannot be
put Into Jail; if they were imprisoned, the Jails would burst.
Nonetheless, law enforcement
officers are forced to spend
valuable time attempting to apprehend marijuana smokers instead of murderers, rapists,
auto thieves, burglars and the
like. This action is not protecting the peace and security of the people, for marijuana
smoking is a vlctlmless crime.
Nobody is saved from loss or
injury when a marijuana arrest is made; all that happens
is that someone is branded
with the stigma of criminality for engaging in an essentially harmless foolery.
It has been established that
marijuana is not physically addictive. It has been established

that its deleterious effects are
minimal, and certainly less than
those of legal alcohol. There
Is no such thing as a marijuana '
addict; no one ever became physically depleted or diseased
from its use.
As for the contention that marijuana leads to addiction to hard
drugs, there Is simply no basis
for it. If there were, there would
be twenty-four million heroin
addicts infesting the country.
The simple, documented fact is
that most marijuana users
never go any further. In fact,
recent studies have revealed
that most heroin users began
their drug experience with alcohol, not marijuana.
The fear that probably haunts
most people regarding the legalization of marijuana is that
the fabric of our society will
somehow be destroyed If we
swing open the door for the
foul stuff. This is highly doubtful; until some thirty-five years
ago, marijuana was perfectly
legal, and this does not appear to have adversely affected
the society. Nonetheless, we
should examine the effects that
legalization
would probably
have If we began allowing legal, over-the-counter sales tomorrow:
The millions who use marijuana today would probably continue to use It. Perhaps more
would, perhaps less, but certainly no one would be compelled to. The people who chose
to smoke would be able to do
so without needlessly feeling
themselves to be criminals.
They would also be relieved of
the necessity of dealing with
unsavory elements (often the
same people who are selling
LSD, amphetamines and heroin) to obtain the drug.
Law would be strengthened.
For one thing, the police, the
courts and the prisons would
be able to devote more time
to substantive crime rather than
tracking down smokers of the
demon weed. The marijuana users, no longer feeling Impelled
to disobey what they considered
to be an unjust law, might be
expected to have a greater reContinued on page 8
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legalization Defeat
Only A Beginning
By PHIL WEST
Los Angeles, California (CPS)
- California's Marijuana Initiative (CM1) attracted over two
and a half million votes in the
November 7 election.
Although only one county - San
Francisco - produced a winning margin (52%), the proposition vote raised the number
of declared supporters in California for the decrimlnalizatlon of marijuana from under ten percent to more than
33 percent.
There was no sorrow, no tears
In the C MI office when the vote
on the initiative was confirmed
at about 34 percent
Interstate calls flooded the office all through election night
and into the morning from people Interested in the result.
The next day the calls changed
to those from local residents
wanting to help the next attempt
There were calls of "What do
we do now?" and requests for
new petition forms, and in the
few hours before 9 p.m. when
the final results were declared,
43 new supporters had been
placed on the mailing list
Others agreed to drop by the
Sunset Boulevard office to rap
with other people on the directions the organization for
the liberalization of marijuana
will now follow.

loosely co-ordinated state-wide
campaign...had to be created
so quickly and brusquely that
close communication was difficult"
At the onset of the campaign,
the concept of decrlmlnallzatlon
of marijuana was never expected to find a position on the ballot.
But more than 392,000 signatures assured its place on the
ballot, and it went on the strike
a credible voting score in the
election.
In the three days before November 7, a giant marijuanathon was launched in Los Angeles county, and despite the
huge area, a wall map in the
office showed that over half
of the county was canvassed
for a "yes" vote on 10.
On election night, those people partied, watched McGovern's defeat, and then saw
the local vote for marijuana
posted.
V

There was no depression, only
happiness, only an involvement
with a continuning struggle, untill some day "the candidate
is freed."
As coordinator Larry Skinner
saw It, "We couldn't lose."
With 98% of the California
votes counted, Proposition 10
had 2,656,577 (33.5%) votes yes,
and 5,266,086 (66.5%) votes no.

Everyone agreed that the reason Proposition 10 was not completely victorious was due to
a lack of money and the limited
time in which the campaign was
planned.
As the San Francisco office
described it in CMI's first internal newsletter: "Our growth from a few people with an
idea to a madly functioning

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores
GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE
187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.

GLEN'S GIFT
. CENTER
95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

Home Owned Stores With
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

Mondays & Tuesdays
5-8

.

SMORGASBORD

Give a present of
yourself for Christmas...
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world
Instant Check-Cashing
For Students
Special Student Charge
Accounts

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$1.39
Pizza Hut

'
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Equestrian Team Makes First Home Appearance

Kim Overstreet rides Act of Kindness to a fourth place in
Maiden Equitation at the Madison College Horse Show.
Photo by John Cooper

The Madison College Equestraln team made Its first appearance on home grounds at
the Madison College Horse Show
on Saturday, November 18. This
was an open Invitational show
sponsored by Oak Manor Stables and was well attended with
a total of 49 entries in 17 classes of competition.
Riders from Madison College
collected a total of 13 ribbons.
Nancy Ashway, riding her own
brown mare, Mad Tally, won
second places In Regular Working Hunter under Saddle, Regular Working Hunter over Fences and Regular Working Hunter over the Outside Course.
She received third place In
Green Working Hunter over
Fences and Green Working
Hunter over the Outside Course.
In Green Working Hunter Under Saddle she was awarded
a fourth placing. On the basis
of accumulated points, she was
awarded the Regular Working
Hunter Championship and received a ribbon and trophy.
Michelle Reilly rode Betsy Be'

Duchesses Selected For Honors
Two players on Madison College's field hockey team have
been selected to compete In an
Invitational tournament inPh-

Burger Chef
305 N. Ma«on St
A Meat for Everyone

iladelphla over Thanksgiving
and at the U.S. Field Hockey
Association Tournament inLJS Angeles Dec. 27-30.
They were selected to represent the Southeast region
at a tournament held recently
at Westhampton College In
Richmond. Twelve Madison
players had been chosen earlier to be among the Blue

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

All teams that plan to participate in men's intramural volleyball must hand their rosters
into Coach Babcock by Dec.
2. The competition will begin
on Dec. 6.

44.
•^Keepsake ^
.^'Diamonds. Tfc

^Weddingf^
-"? Bands, Rings, T/:
$r Earrings,chalns, f&.
:^ Diamond Jewelry, '.«&,
^» Lockets, Bracelets, 'ij-:.
Photo Charms, Pearls *JL
Fraternal Jewelry , *2b
Cross Pen & Pencil Sets, 7r
Charms, Monogram Pins , 'if".
Medical
Identification, &
Jewelry , Broaches , Clocks, ^S.
Watches-Bulova, Hamilton Elgin,
Watch Bands, Baby Gifts, Billfolds &
Other Leather Goods,Lighters (Pocket &
Table) Collbri & Zippo, Money Clips
Key Chains, Trophies,
Gavels, Jewelry
Boxes, Pewter & Sliver Holloware, Stainless & '
Flatware, Silver Chests. SERVICES %
Watch Repair, Sizing
Engraving & Monograming
»
Never A Carrying Charge AT

4

4-

4H
9

IS

DAVID B. GARBER JEWELER
49 W.water St.
Harrlsonburg

Ridge Association representatives in the Southeast regional.
Susan Redfleld of Alexandria
was picked on the first team
for the Southeast team— the
first Madison player to make
the first team. She plays
right halfback and will play
in the Philadelphia and Los
Angeles tournaments.
Dee McDonough, a left fullback from Springfield, was selected as an alternate who will
go to both tournaments. She
was picked for the third team
in the Southeast Reglonals.
Another Madison student, Jane Elliot of Hopewell, also
made the third team at the
reglonals. She plays left Inner.
The first two teams picked
at the Southeast regional will
play in the tournaments in
Philadelphia and Los Angeles.

MID-WAY
ARCO
GROCERY

All Kinds of
Luncheon Meats
Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus

On Main Street.
Fri.-Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon.-Thur. 7:30-10

Damned, a black mare owed
by Oak Manor Stables, to a
first place in Student Equitation over the Outside Course
and a third place in Regular
Working Hunter over the Outside Course. Kim Overstreet,
atop Act of Kindness, owned
by Oak Manor Stables, won
fourth place ribbons In Gr3en
Working Hunter over Fences
and Maiden Equitation over
Fences. A third place In Maiden Equitation on the Flat was
awarded to Martha O'Bannon
who rode Ware Maid, a chestnut mare owned by Oak Manor Stables. Elaine Morton, riding her own horse, Irish Morning, took first place in Maiden Equitation on the Flat.
A rotating Collegiate Equitation Cup, donated by Dr. Leotus Morrison and Mrs. Lois
Geil, was awarded to the college accumulating the most
points from the top three riders representing their coUege.
At the show, the announced winner was Madison CoUege, but,
after a recount of points, Southern Seminary Junior College
was awarded the cup. The statistics were
Southern Seminary Jr. C. 28 pts.
Madison College
26 pts.
Randolph Macon
20 pts.
Holllns College
19 Pte«
Sweet Briar College
19 pts.

Trophies and ribbons were
awarded for the following championships: Pony Hunter Division Alice Yurchenco
(Southern Seminary); Student Equltatlon Division - Louisa Dlxon (Sweet Briar); Green Hunter
Division - Cam Maclln (Fairfax HaH>, and Regular Hunter
Division - Nancy Ashway(Madison College).
The Madison College team
also traveled to Roanoke, Va.
to compete at the Holllns College Horse Show held on November 5th. The competition between 52 highly skilled riders
and horses, in addition to 28
pony entries, was the largest
our team has faced In its first year of organization.
Nancy Ashway had a highly
successful day, riding her own
horse, Mad Tally. She won first place ribbons and trophies In
the Handy Working Hunter
class, Working Hunter Under
Saddle class, Equitation Over
Fences class and Equitation
On the Flat class. On the basis of accumulated points, she
was awarded the Champion Ribbon in the Equitation Division
and the Reserve-Champion in
the Working Hunter Division.
Michelle Reilly, riding Betsy
Be Damned, owned by Oak Manor Stables, won a second place
ribbon In the Pairs of Hunters
class.

Intramural
Soccer Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Team
Eagle 3
Sheldon
Eagle 4
SPE
Eagle 1
TKE
Ashbyl
Day Students

Won Lost Tied
4 e 0
3 0 1
4 2 0
4 2 0
2 3 0
2 4 0
1 5 1
0 4 fl

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Team
Ashby2
Eagle 6
ThetaChi
Johnston
Studs
Eagle 5
Eagle 2
Hanson
Click

Won Lost Tied
4 0 0
1 0 1
4 1 1
3 1 2
2 1 1
3 2 1
2 4 1
0 5 1
0 6 0

Madison to Host VISA All-Stars
Madison College will be the
scene of the Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer Association
East-West All-Star game.
The game will be played Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Madison, the 1972 Virginia
Intercollegiate Soccer Association Champions, has four
representatives on the All-State squad. All-State Dukes
are: Ray Laroche, lineman,
Joe Erickson,back, MikeTesla, back and Allan Mayer, goalie. Madison back Pat Baker

Typing
.Call Mrs. Price
9 yr. Exptritice
821-6941

received honorable mention.
Jesse DeMallo, a senior from
Roanoke College was named
to the first team All-Star
squad for the fourth straight
year.
The VISA will hold Its annual
awards banquet at 5:30 Sunday
in the Warren Campus Center.
The banquet will honor the AllState first team and the entire
Madison squad.
On the recruiting scene this
week, head Football Coach
Challace McMillln welcomes
five seniors from Woodson
High School to the Madison
campus. These young men
are: Jim Landry; Bill Godson; David Pugh; Bob Caldwell; Ken Carroll.

VALLEY NUTRITION CENTER

Transmission Trouble ?

YourHealthFoodStore

Try Harrisonburg
Transmission Service

seeds nuts
books &
natural foods

Transmission'for Every Make Car.
Cheaper Prices Because Of cheaper Overhead

Off Port Rood/4 miles oast

434-1929

51 E. Bhibttli St.
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Soccer Wrap-up
The Madison College Soccer
The Dukes however did not
team ended the 1972 season
give the Golden Brahmans a
with an overall 13-2-1 rechance to rest and within two
cord. The Duke hooters won
minutes Ray Laroche bounced
one, lost one and tied one
a direct free kick off of the
In the post season play of
crossbar of the Brahmans'
the past two weeks.
goal and John DiGuardo headed
The post season schedule
the rebound home. DiGuardo
started two weeks ago when the
returned the favor later on in
Dukes defpated the Universthe first overtime period with
ity of Virginia, 1-0, for the
a crossing pass to Laroche
Virginia Intercollegiate SocInside the Brahmans' goal acer Association Championshrea. Laroche took the pass
ip. Bob McArdle did the scon one bounce and headed
oring honors, with thirteen - It for the corner of the Hominutes of play left, by headrlda goal, it appeared moming home a Glenn Fedorowicz
entarily that the Dukes were
corner kick. The remaining
going to have a sudden death
time held some tense moments
victory, but the Brahman gofor the Dukes, who were playalie, Tom Steinbrecher ended
ing pure defense, as the Cavall illusions with a diving
aliers worked desperately to finger-tip save.
tie the score. But, the deThe winning goal came appfense held and Madison had roximately eight minutes Into
Its first major state champthe second 15 minute overionship.
time period. The Brahmans
Following the U.Va. game
had poured on the offensive
the booters had one day of for the entire eight minutes
practice before they took off but had been frustrated by the
on Saturday moring for Tampa efforts of Madison goalie Alan
Florida where they would meet Mayer and the Duke fullbacks.
the University of South Florida The score came on a head
in the NCAA Southern Region- ball by Greg McElroy off of
College Division play-offs. T- the Brahmans' fourth corner
he team practiced that after- kick of the period.
noon on USF's bermuda grass
On the following Tuesday the
field in preparation for Sun- Dukes tied Randolph- Macon
day's match. At game time College, 0-0, in Virginia Coon Sunday the teams were llege Athletic Association Chready, the field was ready
ampionship game. The
but the weather was not and
game was mostly uneventthe majority of the game was ful with neither team mounting
played amidst a downpour. much offense. One overtime
South Florida drew first bl- period was played before the
ood in the first half, halfback officials called the game due
Frank Bono fired an inter- to darkness, leaving the teams
cepted goal kick back into the as co-owners' of the VCAA
comer of the Madison goal. crown.

THE 1972 VARSITY BASKETBALL SQUAD
STANDINGS L to R: Asst. Coach Mike
Fratello, Gary Butler, Jim Phillips, David
Correll, JackSneed, Mike Slivinski, Joe Frye,
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Head Coach Lou Campanelli. Sitting: Tim
Meyers, Jerry Tutt, Lenny Mosser, George
Toliver, Joe Pfahler, Wilbur Mills.

B-ball Opens Against Bridgewater
The Madison College Dukes
open the 1972-73 basketball
season Saturday night against
the Bridgewater College Eagles
in Godwin hall at 8 p.m. The
junior varsity game will begin
at 6 p.m.
The Dukes will be led this
year by Coaches Lou Campanelli and Mike Fratello, both
of whom are former University
of Rhode Island coaches.
This year's squad will consist
of five returning veterans along
with 12 freshmen. The team will
be led by captain George
Toliver, who was the Most
Valuable Player on last year's
squad. Toliver, a 6-1 senior from
King George, holds a 16.2 points
per game scoring average over
the past three seasons.
Joining Toliver will be Gary

Butler, 6-4 senior; Joe Frye, 6-6
junior; Bo Tutt, 5-10 junior; and
Tim Meyers, 6-3 sophomore.
Len Mosser, a 6-3 junior, has
been lost for the season because
of a knee injury. Mosser was
last year's floor leader and
scored at a 7.4 clip.

Attention Students
Avon Products Gifts Items for
Men & Women
433-1991

The freshmen Dukes are:
Continued on Page 8

FOR QUALITY PMNTM6
AT LOW PIKES

Try Jiffy Prirt
By Good Printers
434-9957

Make
WILSON JEWELERS
^.Your

ARE YOU?

Gift Headquarters

cute...
sexy....
built....
ALL of the above....

WHITESEL MUSIC
MARANTZ
149°° to 594.94

Photo by Buck Gastrell

Bill McArdle moves around a Randolph-Macon defender in
last week's VCAA championship game.

You can make 3-5 dollars
per hour pushing BeerIN THE IN
(Jobs available for men, also)
(Must be 21)

College Students
45£ per game
U>. Required

FISHER

•SrS:

TEAC
New Cassette

OUfei
t>

Wed. & Thurs. after 9 pm

119°° to 449°°

EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES

-*-^ w ^ ■» » » w

Valley
Lanes

KENWOOD

Downtown Harrisonburg

Gifts for every yoman
on your list

DUAL
Decks

NEW

MODEL 122?

GARRARD
39.95 to 199°°

JENSEN
30°° to 198°°
SPECIAL PRICES EVERYDAY COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.
77 EAST MARKET ST. 434-1376

4
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Exam Schedule

B-Ball

SCHEDULE OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS
EXAM GIVEN:
CLASS MEETING:
Monday
Dec.
18,
from
8:00 to 10:00
lsr period MWF
Wednesday,
Dec.
20,
from
1:30 to 3:30
2nd period MWF
Monday, Dec, 18 from 1:30 to 3:30
3rd period MWF
Thursday, Dec. 21 from 8:00 to 10:00
4th period MWF
Thursday, Dec. 21 from 10:30 to 12:30
5h period MWF
Tuesday, Dec. 19 from 10:30 to 12:30
6th period MWF
Thursday, Dec. 21 from 4:00 to 6:00
7th period MWF
Tuesday, Dec. 19 from 4:00 to 6:00
8th period MWF
Wednesday,
Dec. 20 from 8:00 to 10:00
9th period MWF

Continued from Page 7
Mike Slivinski, Jack Snead,
David Correll, Wilbur Mills, Joe
Pfahler, Rich Bailey, Ben
Conners, Phil Peery, Jim.
Phillips, David Carnevale, Ben
Slye and Rich Sumpter.
Silvinski, Correll and Mills
were especially impressive in
the Purple and Gold game held
November 17. Slivinski, from
Herndon, led all scorers with 28
points. Mills and Correll
chipped in 20 and 18 points,
respectively, to lead the Purple
squad to a 75-72 victory.
Bridgewater College is expected to give the Dukes a good
test because of the local rivalry
and experience of the Eagle
players. Coach Campanelli
stated that "We will go into the
game cold because it is the
opener for Bridgewater also."

What'sthe Problem
Hey Madison Students,
Do you need advice or have
some questions that need answering? Well, the Big M has
finally come in answer to your
call. Just sent your cards or
letters to the Breeze office,
Post Office box M28, in care
of the Big M. No names will
be printed, but they must be
submitted to fulfill policy requirements. If you desire a personal answer, please Include
your box number. Selected letters will be printed weekly.
Theidentlty of contributors will
be kept in the strictest confidence. This Is only a trial
run, so support the Big W
with your letters, or heT
just move on.

Polemics
Continued from page 5
spect for all laws. The government would be able to tax the
sales and manufacture of marijuana, providing some additional revenue, and would be In
a position to stabilize the price
and quality of the drug.
A dream world? Perhaps, but
could any reasonable prediction
that can be made compare unfavorably with the present situation? Conjure up even the
mythical vision of millions of
people staggering
dazedly
through the streets In a marijuana-Inspired stupor, and it
is no worse than what alcohol
has already done to us. It might
even be an Improvement.
I am not advocating the use
of marijuana; In point of fact,
it is the furthest thing from
my mind. I strongly discourage it because I believe it is
foolish. The fact that an act
is foolish, however, Is in no
way grounds for making It illegal. If it were, we would all
be duty bound to report to the
nearest police station and turn
ourselves In.

:vfi:!
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Ride Needed: Need transportation tor
a large package to Denver, Colorado.
Any time between now and Christmas. Please call 433-6236, Mrs. Ruth
Fritchie, Dingledine Hall to make
arrangements to discuss charges.

Not only did Juniors get their rings at the ring dance, some
enjoyed a special added attraction.
Photo by John cooper

Here, There, Everywhere
Those Interested In representing Madison College at a
Model U.N. on Feb. 16-18,
1973 should hasten to submit
tl.elr applications to Dr. Thomas Wilborn, Box M-57. On
the basis of these applications
a delegation of students will
be chosen and sent to the
University of Pennsylvania In
Philadelphia where the assemblv will tnkp nlarp.
A seminar sponsored by a
College Psychology class will
be held on Monday (Dec. 4)
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. In
meeting room B of the Warren Campus Center.
The

topic of the seminar will center on "Homes for the Aged."
The meeting will Include a
panel discussion by directors
of area homes for the aged,
and is open to the public free
of charge.
Results of the preliminary
tryouts for the spring musical have been posted in Duke
lobby. Those people who are
requested to tryout again are
expected to be present on Dec.
4 & 5 in Jackson 103 at 6:30
p.m. For further details concerning the call backs, students
should consult the Bulletin
Board In the lobby of Duke.

Debaters Join Tourney
Madison College debaters,
participating In the 19th Annual Duquesne University Debate Tournament last weekend,
compiled a 3-3 record in competition against 24 teams representing 17 colleges and universities. Freshman, Janice
Mottley of Buckingham and Junior, Gary Gerber of Falls
Church defeated teams fromDuquesne, the University of Akron, and St. Vincent's while
losing to Kent State, the University of Pittsburgh, and the
University of Wisconsin.
After Thanksgiving vacation,
Madison will host its 3rd annual debate tournament on December 1-3. Several schools
from the East Coast are expected to attend the 8 round
event. The debate team will
conclude first semester activity with two trips on December
8-9 by attending tournament
at Towson State and the College of William and Mary.
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Classifieds

The
Famous
Restaurant
Tom Pappas, Owner-Manager
Featuring
Imported Cheeses
And Wines
French Pastry

Wednesday, Dec. 20 from 10:30 to 12:30
Monday, Dec. 18 from 10:30 to 12:30
Wednesday, Dec. 20 from 4:00 to 6:00
Monday, Dec. 18from4:00to6:00
Tuesday, Dec. 19from 8:00 to 10:00
Thursday, Dec. 21 from 1:30 to 3:30
Tuesday, Dec. 19 from 1:30 to 3:30

1st period TTh
2nd period TTh
3rd period TTh
4th period TTh
5th period TTh
6th period TTh
7th period TTh

Featuring
The Ziaka Bar
Prime,Ribs au Jus
and 434-7253
Shish-kebob
our specialty

Fourteen colleges will participate in a debate tournament
sponsored by the Speech & Drama Department of Madison College this weekend. Schools attending include Florida State,
Central Michigan, Morehead,
Duke, UNC- Greensboro, Clarion, East Carolina, Hampton,
William and Mary, Alderson Broeddus, Virginia, Wake Forest, and Bridgewater. Debaters
will argue the national college
topic, calling for a federal program of medical care for all
citizens, through eight preliminary and three elimination
rounds. Anyone wishing to observe one of the debates should
contact Dr. Clark Klmball,
Speech and Drama Department,
at Madison.

Needed: Another housemate at 21A
Maplewood Court (off Pleasant Hill
Road behind the Moose lodge). Rent is
$61 a month. Please call Kathy at 4348407 or visit.

For Sale: 1966 Plymouth Belvedere I, For Sale: 1969 Pontiac Custom, 350
automatic, power steering four door engine, air conditioned, automatic,
sedan. $495. Call 433-1942 or P.O Box power steering, radio. $1,245.00. P.O
Box 1436 campus or 433-1942.
1436.

Eofs, Roof, or Both
The Rules Review Committee
of the Student Government Association is working on a proposal to give students the option of separating their housing
and dining contracts. In other
words, a boarding student would
be able to live on campus, and
not automatically be required
to pay to eat In the cafeteria.
However, before this policy
is adopted, the Student Services
Office has requested additional facts concerning the number
of students who would support
this policy, and who would take
advantage of it. Therefore, we
ask you to help us by filling
out the following form, and
return it to the box marked
"Dining Contract Survey" in
the Post Office lobby. If you
have any questions about this
write Steve Ryan, Box 2292.

Theives Market
The Madison Art Students
Guild Is sponsoring the annual
Thieves Market on Wednesday,
December 6, from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. In the Campus Center
Ballroom. Original art work
and crafts by students and faculty will be on sale In a wide
range of prices. Ten percent
of the proceeds from the sale
will be donated to the fund for
the Art Department's permanent collection.

for your coThank you
operation.
__,
BraWS CONTRACT SURVEY
|. Male _
Female
2. Day Student
Boarding Student

3. I approve of SGA legislation
which would separate dining and
housing contracts.
I do not approve of SGA legislation which would separate dining and housing contracts _^
No opinion
4. I would take advantage of
this option
I would not take advantage of
this option
No opinion
__
5. Comments
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Weeknites 7:15-9:20
Saturday and Sunday
Continuous from 1:00
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MADISON
Clip this coupon for 10%
discount on any mdse. In store
or 20% discount on any diamond
(Fair traded items exempted)
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YOUR DIAMOND CENTER

JEWEL BOX
28 S. Main 434-6816
Offer expires Dec. 31,1972
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